Congratulations to our June user of the month: Arianna Rivera

Door Access is Scheduled to be Updated  NOW

Do you have your New GatorOne card ready, or your UF ID loaded to your mobile wallet? The RSC doors are being updated now. Once the hardware is swapped your FOB will not longer work at that access point. It may take a couple days to complete the transition on all the doors in the facility, be ready with both your FOB and your new NFC method until the transition is complete. If your FOB card is programmed to work in other buildings on campus keep your card until the transition is complete in all buildings you need to access. Got questions about the mobile GatorOne cards, check out the FAQ.

You can disregard the notice that was sent last week asking everyone to tell us which method to activate. It appears the system is now updating automatically and your current permissions are being added to your new cards. If you experience difficulties with the new RSC access method, please let us know so we can check your account.

Upcoming Events:

- Cleanroom Users Meeting - NRF 115 - Thursday 7/20 at 9 am
- Game Night - NRF 115 - Thursday 7/20 at 5pm RSVP
- Users Advisory Committee Meeting - ZOOM + NRF 115 - Thursday 7/27 at Noon
- Next Brown Bag - ZOOM - On summer break - Will return fall semester
- Ongoing: New publication? Data collected at the RSC? Click to tell us!
  - Check out our new easy acknowledgement templates.

Safety Side Note:

- Do you need HF training to complete the requirements for cleanroom access? EH&S has paused the offering of pre-scheduled courses due to low demand during the summer months. If you need to complete the course for summer cleanroom access, or would like to get a jump start and beat the crowds for fall, shoot us an email once we meet the minimum class size we can schedule a special session with EH&S.
RSC Facility Safety Training will be returning to in person training beginning July 31. Incoming users will attend a 2 hour session including a lecture covering site specific safety protocol, and will receive a facility tour. These are scheduled for alternating Mondays. As always if this presents a scheduling conflict, we can add/modify sessions as needed.

**RSC All Star Reel for August:**
August 19th is World Photography Day. To celebrate, for the month of August we will showcase your photos and images. If you have an image (any SFW image) you'd like to share, send it to Kristy to be added to the highlight reel. Be sure to include an image title and a brief description. Feel free to add hardware and lens settings. **This is not an image contest**, just a place to showcase your skills and interests. Images can be from your RSC work (CT, SEM, TEM images, etc), but you are not limited to research images. Share a sight from your summer vacation, your silly pet, or any interesting angle you've captured. Photos will be added to the reel with the title, description, any other details provided and your name. Multiple submissions per person are welcome.

**You must own the rights to the image to submit it, and identifiable human subjects should have given you permission to share the image before submitting**

---

**Most people see two piers, but I see a paradox!**

---
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